
C. Infinitive Absolute (All Stem.)

The infinitive absolute is formed like the infinitive absolute of
the regular verb (e.g. ?

D. Infinitive Construct (Al]. Stems)

The infinitive construct is formed like the infinitive construct of
the regular verb (e.g. $ fl ).

NOTE In the Qa]. stem when the first letter of the verbal root is
a nun, the following changes occur:

1. The first letter of the verbal root - nun - and the vocal
shewa under it drop out (e.g. ))O- X'(p).

cut
2. The alternative feminine ending tau is attached to the

end of the form by means of a seghol, and the preceding
vowel changes to a seghol as well (e.g.

3. The seghol under the last letter of the verbal root
aleph - drops out, and the aleph becomes a vowel letter,
using the preceding seghol to lengthen to a acre (e.g.

E. Participles (All Sts)

The participles are formed like the participles of the regular verb
(e.g.

III. Inseparable Prepositions or Waw Conjunctive Followed by a Segho].ate
Form, a Form with Two Pathais, or a Monosyllabic Form

When an inseparable preposition or yaw conjunctive is followed by a
segholate form, a form with two pathais, or a monosyllabic form, the
vocal shewa under the inseparable preposition or w;w conjunctive fre
quently changes to a qame (e.g. '1051 and &) ( i ?

IV. Interrogative Pronoun fl

The interrogative pronoun rImeaning "what" refers to things, and. it
it written as follows:

A. Before Non-Laryngeals (e.g. T:1ThTs - "what is this?")

B. Before Aleph and Resh rTç) (e.g. fl1 - "what are these?")

C. Before He, eth, and Ayin without a Qaine under Them 4l.(e.g.
'iTii- "what is it?")

D. Before He, eth, and Ayin with a Qame under Them i71)(e.g.
_T 4) 9 "what has he done?")

V. Use of the EEBBEW AND GLISH LFCIgON OF THE OLD TESTANT
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